A shape poem is a poem that is shaped like the thing it describes. The shape adds to the meaning of the poem. To write a shape poem, it helps to start by writing down all the words that come to mind about the chosen topic. These words can then be used in the poem. Music, Art, and Literature → Poetry → Shape poems. Tornado shape poem. This poem has been written in the shape of a tornado. It also uses descriptive words and phrases to create a picture in our minds of a tornado, such as "spinning top," "destroying," and "gusts." Whatever a poem might "mean" is a secondary consequence of the way the words of a poem shape the reader’s experience. Learning to read this kind of writing requires a different mind set. Surfing the words... Books are inexpensive and largely available to anyone. The repetitive "p" sound gives the poem a sense of how poetry "prances," which is a wonderful bit of imagery I had not noticed before. Question: Why does Dickinson use the word "frugal"? "Frugal" means economical.

shape poems as a class and on their own Use poetry to explain a topic or express their feelings about a topic. Become aware of the works of some Hispanic and/or American childrens poets Draw pictures that match their poems/create shape poems that match the main idea of the poem. cognitive R U Ap An E C*. Discussion questions How is a shape poem different from other poems we've talked about? Completed student poems. 48. Their own poem using template -long term goal of poetry book. -Students read and check their spelling/wording when they are finished writing.